BEN- get these done goddammit.

The bold is my suggestion for ULTRA POWER! 45 points!

Tossups:
1. Rojhaz is a Native American, presumed to be descendant of Welsh colonizers. Caralus Javier runs a college for the Sons of Gentlefolk where he secretly trains witchbreed to harness their powers.. Matthew Murdoch is a blind, Irish bard. Peter Parquagh, assistant to Sir Nicholas Fury, can’t climb.
Queen Victoria is killed by Count Otto Von Coom in what comic books series?

1: 1602

2.  To make one of these you’d need a tiny ball of bat guano and some sulfur. It starts as a glowing, pea sized bead, and, unless it impacts upon a  material body or solid barrier, will explode, destroying things in a 20 foot radius, though it allows for a reflex save. Dealing d6 per caster level, to a maximum of 10d6, what is this 3rd level spell from Dungeons and dragons?

A. Fireball.

3. Since the dawn of civilization, they have existed in order to undermine it. Their only enemy is the status quo. Their only friend is chaos. They have no government ties and unlimited resources. If something goes wrong, they are the cause. Every corner of the earth is under their surveillance. If you do it, they see it. Always.  They believe the powerful to be made less powerful. They have heard the voice of society begging them to destabilize it. For Ten points, Antione, Colby, Trotter, and Adair are the members of what, the namesake of a (cancelled) sketch comedy show on Comedy Central.
A. The Upright Citizen’s Brigade.

4. For a quick ten points, hit one of the other team’s buzzers.

5. The films of this American director have inspired at least two band names: "Mudhoney" and "Faster, Pussycat! Kill! Kill!".  His long, prolific career seemed to revolve around filming, as one narrator put it, "buxotic, cantilevered women."  Many of his films have been collectively sold as "Bosomania", and more recently as "A Clean Breast", while his recent autobiography, "The Very Breast of...", details his filmmaking career, including his collaboration on "Beyond the Valley of the Dolls" with idealistic young screenwriter Roger Ebert.  FTP, name the man known as "King of the Nudies" in the sixties and seventies.
A: Russ Meyer

6. This "ambu-quad" was possibly the most annoying robot sidekick ever, beating out Robby, C3PO, and even Battlestar Galactica's Muffitt.  He was about 3' tall with a bowl-cut looking head, and on his chest he carried around a canteen-shaped fellow robot named Dr. Theopolis.  FTP, name that little metal buddy from the late-70s TV show "Buck Rogers in the 25th Century", wise-crackingly voiced by Mel Blanc, whose every line included the header "beady beady beady".
A: Twiki

7. These anatomical sections of song are not capable of many activities.  For instance, they are not known to dance with proficiency, engage in certain team sports, play percussion, wear woolens, or even speak, let alone be spotted quaffing caffeinated beverages in the company of Asian females on the premises of a trattoria or caffe.  However, there are advantages to befriending them: if you go to the cinema, bring one along, because you won’t have to buy a ticket for it.  Or you could just eat them up, yum.  FTP, what are these products of piscine decapitations, immortalized in lyrics by Barnes & Barnes?
A: Roly Poly Fish Heads

8. Cherry, strawberry, orange, pretzel, apple, pear, and banana.  100, 200, 500, 700, 1000, 2000, and 5000.  These are prizes and their respective point values in, FTP, what 1981 Midway videogame, whose heroine could loosely be interpreted as either a compulsive overeater, or a body-positive role model against obsessive dieting?  Warning: eating ghosts may cause indigestion.
A: Ms. Pac-Man

9. Born Walter Kovacs, this ugly little zero was the terror of the underworld.  That is, before he got framed for murder and sent to Sing Sing.  He was soon busted out by his friends, but not before he had killed a few more people with cooking fat, a toilet, and most likely another toilet.  FTP, what was the alter ego of this violently disturbed “hero” from Allan Moore’s graphic novel “Watchmen”, whose signature mask displayed black and white inkblots in a “terrible symmetry”?
A: Rorschach
  
10. This French performer, born Joseph Pujol, was a favorite of late 19th century audiences at the Moulin Rouge.   His distinctive talents included smoking a cigarette, extinguishing a candle, animal call impressions, and even playing a musical tune, all using only his anus and some well-placed props.  FTP, what was the stage name of this celebrated “fartiste” of the gaslight era?
A: Le Petomane
 
11. The time limit normally stands at an hour, although some claimed to have finished in as little as 22 minutes. Another claimed record would be three in one night, which produced quite a puddle. Unfortunately for the participant’s esophageal lining, the concept of the game rests on the fact that human stomach capacity is only a quart, and ingesting more than that means that some will have to leave the body. FTP, name this event, in which competitors attempt to drink a more-than-healthy amount of milk.
A: The Gallon Challenge

12. It only lasts approximately 30 seconds, although prolonged exposure may well make you insane.  It features three organisms spanning two kingdoms, but the representative of family Mustelidae is the only one that receives title billing.  The sequence consists of a scene of twelve of the title organisms appearing one after another in a field, a close-up of a wild-growing fungus, and a still shot of the third creature crawling through a desert.  FTP, what is this infinite-loop flash movie that can be viewed at a website of the same name?
A: BadgerBadgerBadger.com (prompt if the word “badger” is said fewer than three times, do not accept if said more than three times)

13.  It was voted as one of the ten most memorable games of the century by NFL.com.  The visting Jets kicked a field goal to take a 32-29 lead with 1:05 to play, but the Raiders won by scoring two touchdowns in the remaining seconds.  However, because the game had continued past the end of its allotted time slot, no one on the east coast saw the ending, since NBC cut away to the movie scheduled to air that night at 7:00 PM eastern.  FTP, what moniker was given to this November 17, 1968 game, named for the movie’s title character, a pig-tailed Alpine goat herder?
A: The Heidi Game

14.  This music group released only one album, Nagelbett.  Thus, few, if any, have heard of them, and their only lasting memory may exist in the record collection of an avant-garde artist.  However, their subsequent episodes are of great interest:  The group’s frontman later acts as the lead in a porno movie, and another of the group’s members has an entire ear bitten off during a fight in the parking lot of a bowling alley.  FTP, name this fictional German techno-pop group, the source of many of The Dude’s problems in “The Big Lebowski”.
A: Autobahn

15.  Tips for drawing the best results from it include: Be honest with yourself, Keep an open mind, and Watch people’s reactions.  Its intended goal is to allow people to discover hidden or buried aspects of their personalities through various exercises, preferably in groups.  Developed by Drs. Tadahiko Nagao and Isamu Saito, its name is derived from the Japanese word for “mind” or “heart”.  FTP, what is this open-ended “game of self-discovery”, carried out via hypothetical quandaries and questions?
A: Kokology

16.  Guests on this show have included Cher and Kareem Abdul-Jabbar.  However, few people (if any) saw these interviews, or any other episodes of this show, for that matter, since it is local programming, and airs on cable in the early morning.  Even if the show were more available, it’s doubtful people would watch, since a focus group showed the host’s approval rating to be below that of Hitler’s.  FTP, what is this dismally unpopular movie review show hosted by the Jon Lovitz-voiced character Jay Sherman?
A: Coming Attractions (do NOT accept “The Critic”)

17. According to this song, “There’s a cloud of fear and sorrow,” and “They say anger is just love disappointed”.  The song is heavily influenced by gospel and soul, which would not be so notable if it didn’t mark such a noticeable difference from the group’s usual style.  However, most of the group’s fans likely won’t quibble, since it is their first new song in nine years.  FTP, name this song that was debuted in 2003 on the tour “Farewell 1" by the Eagles, who exhort their listeners not to let the title phenomenon be there tomorrow.
A: “Hole in the World”

18. He was born in Melbourne, Australia in 1968. He began his career as a comedian, while working as a barman at Melbourne's Castle hotel in 1991. From there, he wrote and acted on the Full Frontal from 1993-1996, and eventually got his own self titled show in 96 and 97. He took a step away from comedy as SFC 'Hoot' Gibson in Black Hawk Down, but returned as the voice of the Hammerhead shark Anchor in Finding Nemo.  His most recent roles, are big steps away from his comedic background: one as a shapechanging Marvel superhero, the other the commander of Troy’s forces. For Ten points, what actor played Bruce Banner in Hulk and will play Hector in Troy.
A. Eric Bana

19. Although some say he was born on January 23, 1899, he was actually born on Christmas day. There has been controversy on the matter, as it would have been the perfect publicity ploy to say this classic bad boy couldn’t be all bad because he was born on Christmas. Leslie Howard gave him his first big break by insisting that he play Duke Mantee in the film version of Petrified Forest because he played it so well on stage. His first starring role, however, was as a gangster in High Sierra, and he became a true star when he took the role of detective Sam Spade. For ten points, name AFI’s number one film actor of all time, the man who made the words "Here’s looking at you kid" famous in 1942's Casablanca. 
Answer: Humphrey Bogart (accept Bogie)
20. Their first three albums, including one solely consisting of cover songs, lists their name as having the article "a" in front of it. This five piece band from Coral Gables, Florida has surprisingly never changed its lineup even though they’ve been together since before 1997, the year their first LP, "It’s All About the Girls," was released. Since then they’ve become fairly popular, although their co-headliner on the 2003 Civic Tour, Good Charlotte, seemed to have stolen the spotlight away from them. For 10 points name this pop-punkers band whose new album Catalyst, featuring the single, "All Downhill from Here" will be released on May 18.
Answer: New Found Glory
21. This firm was founded by Adolphus Green, a Chicago lawyer, who merged three cracker companies: New York Biscuit, American Biscuit, and United States Baking to create the original NBC – the National Biscuit company. The company’s logo, a boy in a rain slicker, originated from the one on their product in 1898 that made them a superstar in the cracker business – the Uneeda Biscuit. However, after the formation and popularity of NBC, the National Broadcasting Corporation, in 1941, the company changed their name to the one that exists today, a sort of short handed version. For 10 points, name the company that brings us Fig Newtons, Oreos, and Chips Ahoy.
Answer: Nabisco
22. This event originated at a nursing home in Inverness, Scotland. A nurse wanted to involve the old people at the home in a group activity, so she printed out the words to the songs in Seven Brides, Seven Brothers and screened the movie and told the residents to sing with the film. Somehow the idea traveled to London, and the first one of these events (with a different film) happened at the Prince Charles Theatre, and is still a bi-weekly tradition there. For 10 points name this musical event in which audiences dress as nuns and sing about their favorite things with Maria, an inhabitant of WWII Austria.
Answer: Sing-along-a Sound of Music
23. Egyptians allegedly used a linen for a primitive one of these, but the first concrete evidence that they existed in ancient times comes from cave paintings in France dated back to 100 BC. A 1706 poem is the first published evidence of the word,  and many advancements were made in the 18th century, including the introduction of a chemical soak that we know by a different name. Female counterparts were only recently introduced, as it was approved by the FDA in 1993, and had existed in Europe only a year before. However, the male version remained more popular and allegedly more comfortable for both parties, especially because of the introduction of "for her pleasure" styles to, for 10 points, this item whose brands include Lifestyles, Durex, and Trojan.
Answer: Condom


Bonuses
1. Are you keeping up with your comic book movies? Hopefully so! FTPE,
1. Hellboy’s oversized fist is properly named this.
A: The Right Hand of Doom
2. In this movie, we meet the Shoveler, the Bowler, Blue Raja, and Mr. Furious
A. Mystery Men
3. In X-Men 2, Wolverine fight this Adamantium-Clawed villainess
A. Lady Deathstrike (accpet: Yoriko)

2. Answer the following about webcomics, FTPE.
1. The titular chromatic assassin of this comic recently made friends with a giant lobster, pushed a guy who only likes old things into a time portal(sending him into the future), and filled in for batman, beating up a cat, thinking it was cat Woman
A. White Ninja
2. In this comic, Maura, an ex-pornstar, is going out the Robot Clango. Indy Rock Pete is awesome.
A. Diesel Sweeties.
3. Fighter searches for the Armor of Invincibilty, and is happily oblivious to Black Mage’s many attempts to kill him
A. 8-bit Theatre

3. God bless the Gameboy Advance and releasing old games. FTPE, 
1. In this game, a leaf gives you the racoon suit. You can also put on a Frog Suit and the Tanooki suit.
A. Super Mario Bros 3.
2. A remake of an old NES game, you’re a bounty hunter, wearing a choco power suit. This time around, though, you lose the suit after defeating the Mother Brain
A. Metroid: Zero Mission
3. This game is a remake of Final Fantasy Adventure; However, it is not really part of the Final Fantasy Series. This remake takes the English name of the series it belongs to, known in Japan as Seiken Densetsu.
A. Sword of Mana

4. Answer the following related questions ftpe.
1. This man and KG overcome a demon utilizing the best song in the world
A. Jack Black
2. He beat up Von Bondies singer/guitarist Jason Stollsteimer. Oh, and he’s also in some band.
A. Jack White.
3. Mos Def formed this rock band who's ambition is to create a true rap-rock hybrid album, where both rap and rock can thrive on the same songs, unlike other hybrid bands like Limp Bizkit and Linkin Park, where the only hip hop element that the band has is the way they dress. (taken from http://www.mosdefinitely.com)
A. Black Jack Johnson

5. Its fun to curse! FTPE:
1. In  A Christmas Story, Ralphie gets in trouble for saying this word.
A. Fuck
2. In  Pulp Fiction, Jules asks Brett if Marcellus Wallace looks like one of these… and then shoots him.
A. Bitch
3. In Old School, Beanie tells his son “Earmuffs” and colorfully explains to Mitch how Earmuffs works. Frank, brilliantly played by Sir Will Farrell, deadpans what two words, for which he is told “Jeez, Frank, We get the point. You don’t have to celebrate it.”
A. “Cock. Balls.”

6. Guess these movie titles given their Haiku distillations FTPE:
a. Let’s get naked.
Slap!  Today begins again.
Let’s get coffee.
A: Groundhog Day
b. Punk feels curious.
Did cop fire six shots, or five?
Lucky?  Unlucky?
A: Dirty Harry
c. Forecast is humid;
Won’t vapor kill aliens?
Duh, Earth is wet.
A: Signs

7. FTPE, name the villains from the cartoon series "The Tick", none of whom are "The Evil Midnight Bomber What Bombs At Midnight", baby.
a. This debonair fellow has a chip on his shoulder and a chair for a face.
A: Chairface Chippendale
b. This angry baker sometimes tries to wreak havoc, along with his wicked henchcookies the Gingerbreadmen, and his sidekick Buttery Pat.
A: Breadmaster
c. This unusual villain's Soviet brain was built into a souped-up vending machine that could wield weapons, wear a hat, and talk like a gunslinger, sort of.  The Tick defeated him in an old-west-style shootout by hurling a quarter at him, thus buying his brain. 
A: Eastern Bloc Robot Cowboy 

8. Trash music.  Ten points apiece, plus the usual feeling of triumph mixed with self-disgust that accompanies a correct Trash packet answer.
a. She’s the lead singer of the pop group Garbage
A: Shirley Manson
b. He sings “Oh, I love trash! … I love it because it’s trash!”
A: Oscar the Grouch
c. Not exactly new anymore, this “new wave” band released the album “Pop Trash” in 2000.
A: Duran Duran 

9. Using your knowledge of Nintendo’s original Legend of Zelda for the NES, fill in the blanks in some of the messages Link sees during the game for 10 points, or 5 if you need an additional clue.
a. For 10: “BLANK dislikes smoke.”
For 5: It’s a triceratops thing whose name somewhat resembles “Madonna”
A: Dodongo
b. For 10: “It’s a BLANK to everybody.”
For 5: Spoken by renegade moblins who give you some rupees. 
A: Secret
c. For 10: “There are secrets where BLANK don’t live.”
For 5: The place referred to is an empty pool.
A: Fairies (accept Fairy)

10. Phil Foglio is one of the most geek-friendly comic authors ever.  FTPE, name some of his most famous strips from descriptions.
a. This strip features people, monsters, aliens, and robots in creative sexual positions.
A: XXXenophile (accept any reasonable pronunciation) 
b. This is a steam-punk comic about an inventor/heroine named Agatha Heterodyne, and, among other things, tiny mammoths called mimmoths. 
A: Girl Genius
c. Developed exclusively for Dungeons & Dragons, and then for Magic: the Gathering, this strip has hosts Phil & Dixie addressing gamers’ issues, such as why you shouldn’t create a superhero called “Deus ex Machina Man”, or what a female adventurer should do when unicorns insist on following her around.
A: What’s New?

11. The majority rules supreme.  FTPE, name at least
a. 5 of 9 US Supreme Court justices
A: Breyer, Ginsburg, Kennedy, O’Connor, Rehnquist, Scalia, Souter, Stevens, Thomas 
b. 2 of 3 longest-term members of the Motown group The Supremes.
A: Mary Wilson, Diana Ross, Florence Ballard (accept Cindy Birdsong)
c. 5 of 9 Pizza Hut “Super Supreme” pizza toppings
A: pepperoni, ham, sausage, beef topping, pork topping, peppers, onions, mushrooms, olives (meatball is an acceptable substitute for beef topping)


12. "The Dukes of Hazzard": simple hayseed antics, or a subversive satire targeting the censorship of mass media?  Given a description of a character from the TV show, supply his naughty-sounding name FTPE.
a. This sheriff's deputy was sweet on Cousin Daisy, and had his own spinoff show in which he joined the LAPD.
A: Enos Strate
b. While Enos was in LA, this cousin of Boss Hogg assumed the position of Deputy Sheriff.
A: Cletus Hogg
c. According to the "Dukes of Hazzard" drinking game, a drink should be taken if this auto mechanic ever appears in clean clothes.
A: Cooter Davenport

13. Follow the musical train-of-thought, FTPE.
a. This band was inducted into the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame in 2002, but their lead singer, Joey, died of lymphatic cancer the previous year.
A: The Ramones
b. The Ramones were central to this 1979 teeny-bopper flick, which featured their music as the keystone of a music-induced student revolt.
A: Rock’n’Roll High School
c. The Offspring covered “I Wanna Be Sedated” for the soundtrack of this ultra-crappy 1999 teen comedy-horror disaster.
A: Idle Hands

14. Here’s a bonus that combines two of your question writer’s favorite trash subjects: Baseball and The Simpsons.  Of the nine major leaguers on the Springfield Nuclear Power Plant softball team in the episode “Homer at the Bat,” three are still in the majors as either players or managers.  Name them and their current teams, five points for each part correct.

A: Ken Griffey, Jr., Cincinatti Reds
Roger Clemens, Houston Astros
Mike Scioscia, Anaheim Angels (accept either city or team names)

15. Hopefully, you’re aware that Outkast has several great songs besides “Hey Ya!” and “The Way You Move”.  Given lyrics, name the Outkast songs, FTPE.

a.) “I’ll slice you, wife you, marry you, divorce you/Throw the Porsche at you/Is what I’m forced to do
A: The Whole World
b.) “I love who you are, I love who you ain’t/You’re so Anne Frank/Let’s hit the attic to hide out for about two weeks”
A: So Fresh, So Clean
c.) “Big girls need love too, no discriminating here, squirrel”
A: The Way You Move
(Author’s note: If teams complain about the last part of this bonus, it’s their fault.  The lead-in did NOT say “The Way You Move” wouldn’t be one of the answers.)

16.  The movies of Japanese animation great Hayao Miyazaki are respected enough in the US to have decently big-name celebrities do the dub voices.  Given a Miyazaki movie character, name the actor or actress who did the dub voice FTPE.  If you need another role played by that person, you’ll get five.

a.) (10) Kiki in “Kiki’s Delivery Service”
(5) Mary Jane Watson in “Spider Man”
A: Kirsten Dunst
b.) (10) Colonel Muska (MOOS-kuh)  in “Laputa: Castle in the Sky”
(5) Cockknocker in “Jay and Silent Bob Strike Back”
A: Mark Hamill
c.) (10 ) Jigo in “Princess Mononoke”
(5) The President of the United States in “Love Actually”
A: Billy Bob Thornton

17. Given the opening moves in New Algebraic notation, name the geographically-named chess opening or defense, FTPE.
a.) e4 c5
Sicilian Defense
b.) c4
English Opening
c.) e4 e5 d4 exd4 Qxd4
Scotch Game (accept Scotch Opening)

18. 40-30-20-10-5-1, name the TV character.
(40) He does not exist.
(30) According to his profile, he has a B.A. in English Lit from UCLA and a Master of Science, Criminology and Law from Berkeley.
(20) Not once, but twice, he has found himself attempting to foil the schemes of people he thought died by his hand as a result of one mission.
(10) His two most dramatic showdowns have occurred at the Port of Los Angeles and the Los Angeles Memorial Coliseum.
(5) The schemes he has attempted to foil include: an assassination attempt on a presidential candidate, the detonation of a nuclear bomb over downtown Los Angeles, and the mass release of a deadly contagious virus.
(1) His coworkers often call him by either his first name, “Jack,” or his last name, “Bauer”.
A: Jack Bauer (yes, full name required)

19. Answer these colorful questions for 10 points each.
1. This is the name of the featured weapon in the 2000 Oscar winner for Best Foreign Language film, Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon.
A: Green Destiny
2. Each Olympic ring stands for a continent. So while we’re on the subject, what continent does the green ring stand for?
Answer: Australia
3. The Chicago River is dyed green in honor of this holiday.
Answer: St. Patrick’s Day
 
20. Pillow Talk, My Fair Lady, The Sound of Music
Audrey Hepburn, Doris Day, Julie Andrews
1. For five points for one, ten for two, and fifteen for all three, match these actresses to their respective movies
Answer: Pillow Talk - Doris Day, My Fair Lady - Audrey Hepburn, The Sound of Music - Julie Andrews
2. For fifteen points, which of these actresses didn’t sing during the course of one of those three movies.
Answer: Audrey Hepburn (her singing was dubbed)
 
21. Answer these questions relating to the band Fountains of Wayne.
1. Fountains of Wayne sang this song for the 1996 Tom Hanks movie of the same title. It probably "broke their heart into a million pieces" that no one remembered them for it.
Answer: That Thing You Do!
2. This is the name of their single off their newest album, Welcome Interstate Managers, about matriarchal fantasies.
Answer: Stacy’s Mom
 3. Stacy’s Mom could have easily been used in any three of the American Pie movies, except for one small detail – the title of the song. In order for Stacy’s Mom to work for the American Pie movies, what would the title have to change to?
Answer: Stifler’s Mom (prompt on Stifler)

22. Alias is quite possibly one of the most confusing and best shows on TV right now. So let’s see if you know your Alias. Answer these questions on double agents for the stated number of points.
1. For 5 points, she is the main character of the show and, along with her dad Jack, was a double agent for the CIA while working against SD-6 until it got shut down in the middle of season 2.
Answer: Sydney Bristow (accept either)
2. For 10 points, she is the current double agent of interest, both working with Sark as co-operator of the North American sector of the terror group the Covenant and for the NSA. And she’s also Sydney’s love interest, Vaughn’s, wife (but don’t worry, Sydney isn’t a home wrecker).
Answer: Lauren
3. For 15 points, he’s been practically absent from season 3 except for a stint as a rock star on a mission with Sydney. He’s currently doing construction in Ohio as part of his involvement in the Witness Protection Program. He’s not really a double agent, but I had to include him in this question because it’s always pretty cool when a reporter gets involved in being a spy.
Answer: Will Tippin (accept either)

23. It’s high time that this packet talks about quality literature, so, for the stated number of points, answer these questions about children’s book series.
1. For 5 points, the author of this series allegedly wrote it on napkins at a café near her home in England. It is now the most popular children’s book series of all time, and how couldn’t it be, with memorable characters like Hagrid, Sirius, Snape, and Draco Malfoy.
Answer: Harry Potter
2. For 10 points, Anne Hathaway and Julie Andrews star in the Disney movie version of these books, but the movies don’t have much to do with the content of the novels of which there are 5.They detail the life of Mia Thermopolis who deals with growing up, high school, algebra, the boy she loves, and finding out that she’s royalty of a European principality called Genovia.
Answer: The Princess Diaries
3. Name the series in which Princess Cimorene¢s story begins when she met Kazul and
then began Dealing with Dragons, met and then married Prince Mendenbar when she
went Searching for Dragons, fights wizards with the witch Morwen as she goes
Calling on Dragons, and sends her son, Prince Daystar, on a quest to free his
father in the final entry to this series, Talking with Dragons. 

Answer: The Enchanted Forest Chronicles

